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14th Assessment SIG Meeting
4 Jun 2007 at Exeter University
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Click here to register

Co-ordinator: Rowin Young
email: r.young@gmail.com
phone: 0141 304 9999

The use of computers in the 
assessment of student knowledge 
and learning is an increasingly 
popular solution in UK Further and 
Higher Education. The JISC CETIS 
Assessment SIG has been set up 
to monitor CAA-based 
interoperability initiatives for 
Further and Higher Education 
practitioners in the UK, ensuring 
that members are kept informed of 
activities in standards and 
specifications development and 
providing a forum for debate and 
the sharing of knowledge and 
experience. Both the SIG and JISC 
CETIS as a whole are involved in 
ensuring that the requirements of 
these sectors are fed into 
international initiatives such as the 
IMS Global Learning Consortium

On the wires of our nerves
Sam Easterby-Smith 23/5/07
Sam writes on reusable xml descriptions of stress and nerves and how they can 
be applied to all sectors of e-learning
stress nerves xml

Scorm getting ready to leave ADL
Wilbert Kraan 23/5/07
Not a new idea, but one that took a few decisive steps this week in a series of 
meetings in London: the moving of the SCORM educational content format out of 
the US Department of Defense’s ADL initiative, and into something that reflects 
the current SCORM user community. The parents will continue to cough up 
some fees, and provide a home if necessary, but would rather SCORM found its 
own way now.
adl scorm content packaging
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